Moore
20 Oct 1908

My dear Spencer,

A year ago today I was served up with influenza we made a record start from Palermo at 5:30 Am. I understood old Chance for miles on. Do you remember that we all suffered at the first hotel. Our two old Jim did not show Chance cured.

It was an arduous day, we were very doubtful if the old Gregor would get through. I received us both out of and our wrinkle in the thermometer required 110°. Observed when we saw him coming. It is hard to realise that a year has gone by. Much do I wish that the
The poor fellow has just had a nasty shock, his Brother's Law Society Committed Sin, and been taken through my uncle. I cannot
find any member of a Manja tribe among the Memaramu tribe but I have an idea that Zulu
Kondacey told us that they had special love at some places
of origin. The town along the
Great Eastern Road was filled with
Blacks and white Children, some of whom were
with a Tomahawk, a spirit child, would probably escape or get into
the hands of Manjas. How many Manjas
are there? According to my notes, the
Memaramu have no Memaramu
but in the Northern Territory
and Old Kalari, his spirit mother...

experiences were ahead of me. In the Division
is an entry in the World's Record
of the Medical Record.

Chancer, who showed up as the

Ariel, Shakespeare, in a cold

Night, many words in this meeting
in 1845 and own wagons, so
I wrote. It takes like a horse
while. So, I do not eat enough
to keep a pair of horses alive.

I often think that the old genius,

Tremadu who is jogging along at his beloved Dianantiri.

Every week I past him. The

Australasian, The People. Nearly

this family are now in Durban
they are to join him after
the drought breaks up. Scott
has just returned from some

in Tanna's appeal to Dutch just so...
of the tribe they have Pintada (Sanuriminin) who are said to have Numin Naunina (Nama Torina) + who made Afanas.
I don't think they have an equivalent for the word Manja.
They speak of their place of origin as Mungai Wengara for instance old Habidge (Marung-gawnin) lived on that in the Marungin that a certain road hole called Marung gawnin
was his Mungai Wengara, again when speaking of what happens to the spirit (Mangalji) after death they said - this applies also to the Manja that it returned to the Mungai Wengara. They never seem to use the term Alchera nga camp (Miria Alebera)
Their term for camp is Ngwiranfiga.
On going thro my notes I found these terms 2th fancy you asked for them a week or two back

Warromung Boy
Kari Circle
Kiri Circumcised Boy
Fiti Circumcised Man

Fancy grown man with beard "Kare" Young girl "Curo" after initiation or operation Khampüna fully grown woman "Purtweta"

On Friday I lectured at Yella to a good house mostly illiterate old Men and their wives to

children. They seemed to enjoy themselves. The Chairman at the conclusion called upon the local preacher to propose second vote of thanks. Their speeches were masterpieces of Corvills syntax it occupied nearly as much time as the lecture. Later on I am to
The slump over here the Opposition are driving on and it than the Govt. Most worst they forced Foster to cut down the Railway Separations by another £3000. The result is that fares which are already steep enough are being increased all around. Many men are being discharged: Train services are reduced so many of the lines to old familiar they are running only 3 times a week. There appears to be a big lack of the subsidies coming about. Bind and some of his plans for saving cutting down efficiencies are ridiculous. For instance he is doing away with the Judges Railway Plan. Recharging her forces to the Law Dept. which doesn't seem to have any role in fact the only
practical result in that the God bill is one of fraud & the
control of the Sale of Tobacco.
As they have increased the
land & income taxes & small
exemption on latter to £35
they have also placed a 2 d poor
Tax on receipts of over £5.
We find days after it
passed &amp; before copies
of the act could be obtained
from the Govt Printer stamps
were issued to all post offices
so the act was in operation.
Stamps must have been posted
in anticipation of the act
passing. Living expenses all
round have gone up considerably
since you left. I chauffed myself
after the war & handled bread.
up there it seems so fine to
have it July 9th or 10th or so.
For salt and hope &c. &c.
And since one rarely gets it
much better now the stuff
as feel on at Beresford-
I can imagine old Charles
Minding of me with poor
Chadwicks what he knows on
Dunvant'sa good 31 for head
and I tell you that he is
likely to be chipped to a
fever - a box called Monseigneur
much nearer to Hoag's a
ghostly missionary box.

For Lord wrote a very nice
letter last year I was glad to
learn from him that Dr. Potts is
a chance alright. I do hope
that the old chap will stick to

at congrats under Blackheath
know the Coming News
now we have. Sapper is returning
from it's helps me things at IG
are very much B at loggias
with all his stuff. They are I
know how three now ! Seen by
the papers that the University has
ultimately decided to cut down
salaries for nearly you next not
be under the salve of £300 a

I am sorry to hear that you are in
shock not mentioned what was that
you moran who have come out here
made a deal with what can I
thought I am opaque form that shall
the part of thing. It does seem
to me nothing short I statement that
thousands thousands of pounds and have
I'm forced away on that committee half Dads of June without a
minimum from anyone an Institution
like the University, who is a leader
of national importance should be
recognizing for some three or four
thousands. I hope that prevails and
no something I feel rather disgraced
to think that two freshman graduates
of the University shall its members
? The Lord who refused assistance.
Perhaps when Prasad returns to
power he will help you. I hope
so al ways. The funny thing is
that you did seem to have a
simple representative in Parliament to
Champion the University. You can
kind regards to Miss Phelan
Chamber (Mrs. etc)

E. G.